Ted Jones’ Varied Media Exhibition

Ted Jones, painter, printmaker, sculptor, and photographer taught for over 34 years at Tennessee State University. He was also a Professor of Art at Fisk University, and now serves as Adjunct Professor in the Art Department.

A native of New Orleans, he received his Bachelor of Arts Degree from Xavier University. He completed graduate studies in Art at Michigan State University (M.A.), and the University of Montana (M.F.A.)

His works have been exhibited nationally, including the Smithsonian Institution traveling exhibition, “American Drawing II,” and the Museum of African Art, Washington, D.C. Additional exhibits include: the Atlantic Life Insurance Company, Opryland U.S.A., Tennessee State Museum, Fisk University, Eastern Kentucky State University in Richmond, and the Crystal Bridges Museum of American Art in Bentonville, Arkansas. Inspired by the African-American human experience, he is also moved by themes from the Old and New Testaments from the Holy Bible. His works has transitioned from racial issues to religious subjects. Professor Jones is strongly influenced by many artists including Henry Ossawa Tanner, Aaron Douglas and Jacob Lawrence. Jones will exhibit: Block-Prints, Paintings, Repousseés, Sculptures, and Glazed Tiles.

Artists Statement

“After for me, is not just a way of life, but life itself. It is the correlation of my total experiences, of which, my art form is the creative record. The studio is my chapel. The art form is my offering and prayer. Many of my images and thoughts depict “universal man, his hopes, dreams, fears, suffering, and pain along with his hang-ups…”